Stage III - From the Malga Dignas to the Rifugio Calvi
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Starting from the Agriturismo Dignas begin to climb through the vegetation, along the path indicated by the marked number 170, to the Casera Campobon at which you meet the Strada delle Malghe that is also an alternative way to get here. Continuing east on the same road, the path is slightly upward and meet both Casera Cecido and Casera Manzon (1890m).

The road continues with the signal 170 bypassing Cima Manzon (2328m) and then Col Chiastelin (2337m) to reach Casera Chiastelin and finally Casera Antola di Sopra. The route is wide again at this point in the direction south-west to Malga Chivon (1745m).

The trail continues through path 134 on the south-east of Col della Varda (2012m), from which is already visible Per alba Mount (2694m). The path starts to climb, leaving behind the vegetation to the Passo dell'Oregone, near the border between Italy and Austria. The trail, now marked with number 132, still at high altitude in a southerly direction, takes the Peralba on the right, until you get near the Passo Sesis at about 2300m. From here, down south, you arrive immediately at Rifugio Pier Fortunato Calvi (2164m).
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